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is not a determinate one. It is not, however, difficult to do
this. The great bulk of every government's normal expendi-
ture is, apart from foreign war debt, on services rendered by
its own citizens. If, therefore, we put the cloth makers as
the taxing country, it is reasonable to presume that the bulk
of any foreign trade revenue that is collected will be expended
on cloth. Following Marshall,1 I shall confine attention to
the problem as presented by a tax the proceeds of which are
wholly so expended.
§ 5. Assuming the rate of tax to be small, the foreigner's
contribution can be defined in the same way as in Chapter XXI.
Writing AY for the increase of linen imports and AX for the
increase in cloth exports — either of which may be negative
— and choosing units such that X = Y, we express this contri-
bution in terms of cloth as AY multiplied by the pre-tax price
of linen in terms of cloth minus AX, that is by (AY-AX).
Writing t for the rate of tax and Ap for the consequential
rise in the price of linen in terms of cloth inclusive of tax, so
that (t -Ap) is the fall in price exclusive of tax (i.e. in bond),
Y+AY
so that	(t - ajj) = y—-ryr- •
Hence	AY-AX = *-^A%.
5
Our problem is to study the elements upon which the magni-
tude of this expression, when R is given, depends.
§ 6. In Chapter XIX, § 9, the fundamental equations
determining the corresponding expression when a reparation
levy is imposed by America upon Germany, the two together
being conceived to embrace the whole world, was set out.
Using the same notation and supposing an import tax at rate
t ad valorem in cloth to be imposed by America on imports
from Germany, we obtain in this case the following equations :
,	It        A      AX-AY + R.
we have	^	p
/(nX)-Y
X
1 Money, Credit and Commerce, p. 181.

